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ABSTRACT

[12] conducted a comparative study on several feature selection criteria used in the ﬁlter model[4], and found χ2
statistics and information gain more eﬀective for optimizing classiﬁcation results, and document frequency a better
choice for eﬃciency and scalability if a small degradation in
eﬀectiveness is aﬀordable. [5], [11] and [2] used hybrid approaches to address the dependency and redundancy among
features. These algorithms require intensive calculations for
the pairwise correlations between features, meaning a diﬃculty in scaling to a very large feature space.
A more eﬃcient solution (tailored, however, to small 2class collections), employed by [10], was to use information
gain (assuming independence among features) to score and
select an initial small, constant size subset of features, then
enlarge the subset by computing the co-occurrences of the
remaining features with regard to the selected ones. Other
recent related work in feature selection and feature construction includes (but is not limited to) [1] (clustering words
based on their cross-class distributions), [8],[9] etc.
Some important conclusions have not been reached yet,
including
• Which feature selection methods are both computationally scalable and high-performing across classiﬁers
and collections? Given the high variability of text collections, do such methods even exist?
• Would combining uncorrelated, but well-performing
methods yield a performance increase?
This paper attempts to answer these questions by presenting a study of the performance of over 100 variants of 5 ﬁlter
feature selection methods using two benchmark collections
(Reuters-21578 and part of RCV1) and four classiﬁers (NB,
Rocchio,KNN and SVM).
We also conducted experiments on combining high-performing
but uncorrelated feature selection methods to improve classiﬁcation results.

This paper reports a controlled study on a large number of
ﬁlter feature selection methods for text classiﬁcation. Over
100 variants of ﬁve major feature selection criteria were examined using four well-known classiﬁcation algorithms: a
Naive Bayesian (NB) approach, a Rocchio-style classiﬁer,
a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) method and a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) system. Two benchmark collections were
chosen as the testbeds: Reuters-21578 and small portion of
Reuters Corpus Version 1 (RCV1), making the new results
comparable to published results. We found that feature selection methods based on χ2 statistics consistently outperformed those based on other criteria (including information
gain) for all four classiﬁers and both data collections, and
that a further increase in performance was obtained by combining uncorrelated and high-performing feature selection
methods.
The results we obtained using only 3% of the available
features are among the best reported, including results obtained with the full feature set.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [I.7]: Document and Text Processing

General Terms
Experimentation, Veriﬁcation, Performance
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1.

INTRODUCTION

2. FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

Feature selection for text classiﬁcation is a well-studied
problem; its goals are improving classiﬁcation eﬀectiveness,
computational eﬃciency, or both. Aggressive reduction of
the feature space has been repeatedly shown to lead to little
accuracy loss, and to a perfomance gain in many cases.

We are concentrating on ﬁlter methods because 1) they
are more scalable to very large collections and 2) their bias
is diﬀerent from the classiﬁer’s.

2.1 The Core Methods
We included several feature selection methods presented
by [12]. They include document frequency (DF)(simply
count the number of documents containing the feature), information gain (IG) (number of bits of information obtained
for category prediction given a feature) and χ2 (CHI) (measuring the lack of independence between a term and the
category). [12] also used mutual information; due to its
poor performance, we did not include this measure in our
experiments. We did, however, include the binary version
of information gain (IG2) because it is widely used.
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2.2 Method Variations

each classiﬁer are included, sorted by average performance
over the [1-25] percent range.
A + sign indicates a combination of methods; a “cut” indicates that the low DF words were eliminated. Both macro
F1 and micro F1 are presented for comparison purposes.

There are several method variations we used:
• Using the term frequency instead of a binary value for
each document counted in the scores (such variants
would be identiﬁed by TF in the results; since none of
these methods were among the top three performers,
they do not appear on the graphs.)
• For the methods with one value per category (IG2,
CHI,IG), we used both the average and the maximum
value as the score. (identiﬁed by AVG, MAX)
• For IG and CHI, we also experimented with their generalized versions (combining evidence from all classes).
They are identiﬁed by GEN.
• Eliminating rare words (DF ≤ 5) (identiﬁed by “cut”)

0.9
0.88

Micro F1

0.86
0.84
0.82
0.8

2.3 Method Combinations

0.78

knn DF+CHI MAX cut
knn CHI MAX+CHI AVG cut
knn IG+CHI MAX cut
nb GEN CHI+GEN IG cut
nb GEN CHI+GEN IG
nb GEN CHI
roc CHI MAX+CHI AVG
roc DF +CHI MAX cut
roc CHI MAX
svm IG cut
svm IG+CHI MAX cut
svm DF+IG cut

We examined the correlation between some of the top0.76
performing methods and found that some (such as the mul1
3
5
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25
ticlass version of IG and CHI MAX) had little to negative
Percent features
correlation, which suggested a potential performance gain
when they are combined. This was indeed the case for sev- Figure 1: Top 3 feature selection methods for Reuters 21578 (Micro F1)
eral methods (see “Results”).
For Reuters-21578, our results are among the best reThe combination of two methods was performed by norported in the literature for SVM, and consistent whith those
malizing the scores for each word and taking the maximum
in [12] for KNN.
of the two scores (thereby performing an OR with equal
SVM was also the least sensitive to diﬀerent feature selecweights given to the two methods being combined).
tion methods at the higher end of the performance spectrum
included in the ﬁgure (top 3 methods). However, all clas2.4 Redundancy Reducing Methods
siﬁers had widely diﬀerent performances across the feature
We implemented a variant of the µ co-occurence method
selection methods we experimented with. Since, for clarity
described by [10], which uses the other ﬁlter feature selection
reasons, we only present the top three performing methods
methods as a starting point.
for each classiﬁers, the classiﬁers’ behavior with regard to
While the complexity analysis in [10] is improved by the
stability across the top three methods should not be generuse of a tunable, arbitrary constant-size pool, we feel that
alized to all methods.
using a percentage of the vocabulary is more adequate, since
The main observations we would like to emphasize are:
the size of the vocabulary can vary widely among collec• Almost all of the top performers had χ2 as a compotions. We implemented a variant of this method, using
nent, regardless of classiﬁers. As pointed out in [12]
a percentage-based initial pool (1% instead of 5 terms) ,
χ2 is normalized and scores are comparable across the
smooth weighting instead of collection-dependent thresholdsame category.
ing on the coocurrence and the multi-class version instead
• Eliminating the low DF words (“cut” runs) also boosted
of 2-class.
the performance; this step corrected the fact that χ2
As noted above, the total number of features, variants and
is known to be unreliable for rare words.
combinations is well over 100. Each of the core methods has
• Combining good methods with little or no correlation
an average of approximately 3 variants, and the cca. 15
improved the results.
resulting methods were combined in pairs.
These observations also hold for macro-F1, as seen in Figure 4.
3. CLASSIFIERS AND DOCUMENT COLWe observed that the methods which eliminate rare words
(the “cut” methods) have better performance on Macro F1(rare
LECTIONS
categories) for RCV1-sampled than for Reuters 21578. One
We selected four high-performing classiﬁers for the feature
possible explanation for this behavior is that, in the “reselection experiments:
gional” taxonomy of RCV1-sampled, the rare words are more
• K-Nearest Neighbors (local implementation)
likely to be regionally informative terms (such as city names
• Naive Bayes (Rainbow, [7])
etc.) that are predictive of the regional class values, as op• Rocchio (local implementation)
posed to noise and misspellings.
• Support Vector Machines (SVMLight, [3])
The “TF” set of methods did not appear in the top 5
In addition to Reuters-21578, we used a small percentmethods in neither collection and for no classiﬁer.
age (1%) of the RCV1[6]. The “regional” class labels were
One diﬀerence worth noticing is that, while the results
selected for this task. In the remainder of the paper, this colas measured by micro average F1 are highly clustered by
lection is identiﬁed as RCV1-sampled. The documents were
classiﬁers, this does not hold for macro average F1. A good
chosen at random, and split into a 70% training set and 30%
feature selection method enables KNN to surpass SVM’s
testing set. The resulting training set had 5000 documents
performance (see Figure 4).
and 198 categories. The next section shows results obtained
We examined the eﬀect of redundancy-reducing methods
with 5-fold cross-validation for all classiﬁers.
across classiﬁers, for aggressive feature selection (3%), where
the best performance occured in previous experiments. The
logarithm of the µ co-occurence was combined with the orig4. RESULTS
inal feature selection method.
The following ﬁgures show the classiﬁers performance at
For Reuters-21578,the top method was unchanged(DF+CHI
several feature levels. While over 100 method variations
MAX). The µ-co-occurence only changed the ordering of
have been tested (as described above), only the top 3 for
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ter across classiﬁers, collections and performance measures.
We found that a redundancy-reducing method (using a
modiﬁed version of µ-co-occurence) was computationally feasible; however, the results were not encouraging for aggressive feature selection at high performance levels, arguably
because of the lack of proper weighting between the informationcontent scores and the redundancy scores.

some methods at the lower performance levels of KNN.
The surprising performance boost came for Naive Bayes:
the top 13 methods use the co-occurence information. The
performance does not reach KNN’s level. For RCV1-sampled,
similar patterns were observed for KNN; NB and Rocchio,
however, showed little improvement over using methods that
do not utilize the cooccurence information.
0.7
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knn DF+CHI MAX
knn IG+CHI MAX cut
knn CHI MAX+CHI AVG cut
nb CHI MAX
nb CHI MAX+CHI AVG
nb GEN CHI
roc DF+CHI MAX
roc IG+CHI MAX cut
roc CHI MAX
svm IG+CHI MAX cut
svm IG cut
svm IG+CHI MAX
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